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Stratigraphy and Geochronology of the Early Miocene
Volcanic Units in the Bigadiç Borate Basin,
Western Turkey
FUAT ERKÜL, CAH‹T HELVACI & HASAN SÖZB‹L‹R
Dokuz Eylül Üniversitesi, Mühendislik Fakültesi, Jeoloji Mühendisli¤i Bölümü, Bornova, TR–35100 ‹zmir, Turkey
(E-mail: fuat.erkul@deu.edu.tr)

Abstract: Western Turkey has undergone an intense deformation which has given rise to two types of basins since
the Late Oligocene: NE-trending and E–W-trending basins situated on the basement rocks of the Menderes Massif,
the Sakarya Zone, the Lycian nappes and the Bornova Flysch Zone. One of the NE-trending basins, the Bigadiç
borate basin, is located in the Bornova Flysch Zone – a 50–90-km-wide zone between the Sakarya Zone and the
Menderes Massif. Lower Miocene successions are dominated by lacustrine, fluvial, evaporitic sedimentary rocks and
numerous NE-trending volcanic centres which produced considerable amounts of lava and volcaniclastic detritus in
the Bigadiç area. The Early Miocene basaltic to rhyolitic volcanism began 23.0 Ma and continued until 17.8 Ma in
the area. The stratigraphic and geochronological data reveal that two volcanic episodes occurred, one before and
one during lacustrine sedimentation. The products of these episodes are grouped into the Kocaiskan volcanites and
the Bigadiç volcano-sedimentary succession, the two separated by an angular unconformity. The Kocaiskan
volcanites comprise andesitic intrusions, lavas, pyroclastic deposits and extensive volcanogenic sedimentary rocks,
and were mainly deposited under subaerial conditions, and underlie stratovolcanoes, the most prominent
topographic highs. The Bigadiç volcano-sedimentary succession consists of volcanic and lacustrine units that were
deposited in an ephemeral-lake environment. The volcanic units, comprising basaltic to rhyolitic lavas and
volcaniclastic rocks, are intercalated with borate-bearing calcareous, siliceous and clayey sediments of the lacustrine
units.
Volcanic units in the Bigadiç area formed along NE-trending fractures that are part of a regional-scale fault
zone, termed the ‘‹zmir-Bal›kesir transfer zone’. This transfer zone, thought to have been active since the Late
Cretaceous, has accommodated differential extension between the Cyclades and western Turkey. The zone was
active in the Bigadiç borate basin during and after the Early Miocene, and the basin formed in a NE-trending zone
of weakness under an extensional tectonic regime which caused the formation of coeval extensional detachment
faults and the emplacement of syn-kinematic granites in surrounding areas.
Key Words: stratigraphy, geochronology, Early Miocene volcanism, Bigadiç borate basin, western Turkey

Bigadiç Bor Havzas›ndaki Erken Miyosen Volkanik Kayaçlar›n›n
Stratigrafisi ve Jeokronolojisi, Bat› Türkiye
Özet: Bat› Anadolu Geç Oligosen’den itibaren, Menderes Masifi, Sakarya Zonu, Likya naplar› ve Bornova Flifl
Oligosen’den Zonu’ndan oluflan temel üzerinde KD ve B–D do¤rultulu havzalar›n oluflumunu sonuçlayan
deformasyona u¤ram›flt›r. KD-do¤rultulu havzalardan olan Bigadiç bor havzas›, Sakarya Zonu ve Menderes Masifi
aras›nda kalan 50–90 km geniflli¤inde bir kuflak boyunca yüzlek veren Bornova Filifl Zonu üzerinde yer al›r. Bigadiç
çevresinde temel kayaçlar› üzerindeki Erken Miyosen istifleri gölsel, flüvyal ve evaporitik tortul kayaçlar ile bunlar›
kesen KD-do¤rultulu volkanik ç›k›fl merkezlerinden üretilen lav ve volkaniklastik kayaçlar ile simgelenir. Bölgedeki
Erken Miyosen volkanizmas›, 23.0 Milyon y›l önce bafllam›fl ve 17.8 Milyon y›la kadar devam etmifltir. Stratigrafik
ve jeokronolojik veriler, gölsel çökelim öncesinde ve s›ras›nda geliflen iki volkanik evrenin oldu¤unu ortaya
koymaktad›r. Bu evrelerle ilgili ürünler, birbirleri ile aç›sal uyumsuzlukla ayr›lan Kocaiskan volkanitleri ve Bigadiç
volkano-sedimenter serisidir. Kocaiskan volkanitleri, andezitik sokulumlar, lavlar, piroklastik ve volkanojenik tortul
kayaçlardan oluflmaktad›r. Bu volkanitler, karasal koflullarda yerleflmifl ve bölgedeki en yüksek topo¤rafyaya sahip
stratovolkanlar› oluflturmufltur. Bigadiç volkano-sedimenter serisi ise volkanik ve gölsel birimlerden oluflmaktad›r.
Bazalttan riyolite kadar de¤iflen bileflimlerdeki lav ve volkaniklastik kayaçlardan oluflan volkanik birimler, gölsel
birimlere ait bor içeren karbonatl›, silisli ve killi tortullar ile ardalanmal›d›r.
Bigadiç bölgesindeki volkanik birimler, ‘‹zmir-Bal›kesir transfer kufla¤›’ olarak adland›r›lan ve bölgesel ölçekli
bir fay kufla¤›n›n bir parças› olan KD do¤rultulu k›r›klar boyunca oluflmufltur. Bu transfer kufla¤›n›n Geç Kretase’den
günümüze kadar aktif oldu¤u ve Kikladlar ile bat› Türkiye aras›nda farkl› düzeydeki aç›lmay› kontrol etti¤i
düflünülmektedir. Bu kuflak, Erken Miyosen ve sonras›nda aktif olmufltur. Bigadiç bor havzas›, çevre bölgelerde efl
yafll› s›yr›lma faylar› ve sin-kinematik granitlerin yerleflimine neden olan aç›lma rejimindeki KD do¤rultulu zay›fl›k
zonunda yer almaktad›r.
Anahtar Sözcükler: stratigrafi, jeokronoloji, Erken Miyosen volkanizmas›, Bigadiç bor havzas›, bat› Türkiye
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Introduction
Intense deformation in western Turkey has produced
numerous NE-trending basins and E–W-trending grabens
since the Oligocene upon basement rocks of the Menderes
Massif, Bornova Flysch Zone, Sakarya Zone and Lycian
nappes (Okay et al. 1996; Collins & Robertson 1998,
1999; Bozkurt & Oberhänsli 2001; Özer & Sözbilir
2003; Beccaletto & Jenny 2004; Erdo¤an & Güngör
2004; Duru et al. 2004; Göncüo¤lu et al. 2004; Koralay
et al. 2004; Okay & Alt›ner 2004; Okay & Göncüo¤lu
2004; Turhan et al. 2004). Regional-scale low-angle
extensional detachment faults are now accepted to have
controlled exhumation of the Menderes Massif and
Neogene sedimentation in the NE- and E–W-trending
depressions (Bozkurt & Park 1994, 1997a, b; Hetzel et
al. 1995a, b; Emre & Sözbilir 1997; Koçyi¤it et al. 1999;
Seyito¤lu et al. 2000, 2002; Bozkurt 2000, 2001a, b,
2003, 2004; Bozkurt & Sat›r 2000; Sözbilir 2001,
2002; Bozkurt & Sözbilir 2004; Purvis & Robertson
2004a, b).
However, formation of the NE-trending Early
Miocene volcano-sedimentary basins, timing of the onset
of the extensional tectonic regime, and origin of
widespread magmatic activity have been debated widely
over the last few decades.
Five different models have been proposed to explain
the formation of the NE-trending basins and associated
magmatism: (1) The NE-trending basins are “Tibet-type
cross-grabens” filled by Lower–Middle Miocene volcanosedimentary successions and are a result of N–S-directed
post-Palaeocene compression which arose from the
closure of the Neo-Tethys along the ‹zmir-Ankara Suture
Zone (fiengör & Y›lmaz 1981; fiengör et al. 1984, 1985;
fiengör 1987; Görür et al. 1995; Y›lmaz et al. 2000,
2001). These NE-trending basins are cut by E–Wtrending grabens, such as the Gediz and Büyük Menderes
grabens, and it has been suggested that these have
formed under an N–S extensional regime since the
Tortonian (fiengör et al. 1985; fiengör 1987). The N–S
compressional regime resulted in widespread calc-alkaline
volcanism, whereas the N–S extensional regime produced
basaltic rocks of alkaline affinity (fiengör & Y›lmaz 1981;
fiengör et al. 1985; Y›lmaz 1989, 1990; Savaflç›n &
Güleç 1990; Güleç 1991; Altunkaynak & Y›lmaz 1998;
Karac›k & Y›lmaz 1998; Aldanmaz et al. 2000; Y›lmaz et
al. 2001; Tokçaer et al. 2005). (2) Both NE-trending
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basins and E–W grabens began to form
penecontemporaneously since the Late Oligocene under
an ongoing N–S extensional tectonic regime attributed to
orogenic collapse of the overthickened Aegean crust
(Seyito¤lu & Scott 1991, 1992, 1994, 1996; Seyito¤lu
et al. 1992; Seyito¤lu 1997). Late Oligocene to recent
volcanism in western Turkey is closely associated with
this extensional regime. (3) The NE-trending basins are
intramontane depressions filled passively with Miocene
sediments (‹nci 1998). (4) The basins are “Aegean-type
cross-grabens” that are bounded by “rotational
accommodation faults” and accompanied by central
volcanism (Bozkurt 2003). (5) The NE-trending basins
were formed by Late Oligocene low-angle normal faulting
that is responsible for the formation of N–S-directed
regional-scale “corrugations” (10–15 km across) – e.g.,
“scoop-shaped” depressions– filled passively by Miocene
sediments (Purvis and Robertson 2004a, b).
One of the NE-trending basins, the Bigadiç borate
basin, is located on the Bornova Flysch Zone of Late
Cretaceous–Palaeocene age and contains the largest
borate deposits in the world (Helvac› 1995) (Figure 1).
Studies on the basin have been limited and have mainly
concentrated on the local stratigraphy, borate mineralogy
and the origin of the borate occurrences (Gündo¤du et al.
1989, 1996; Helvac› 1995). The relationship between
sedimentation and volcanism around the borate basin is
poorly understood due to the lack of regional
stratigraphic studies.
The present study mainly aims to present a revised
stratigraphy for the Bigadiç borate basin, with detailed
descriptions of the volcanic units and their contact
relationships based on field observations supported by KAr and Ar-Ar age determinations. In this study, the
detailed stratigraphy of the units was established, and the
Lower Miocene volcanic units were isotopically dated and
correlated with the basin deposits. To do this, we
undertook 1/25,000 scale geological mapping,
constructed regional geological cross-sections, and
sampled from volcanic rocks of the study area for five KAr and one Ar-Ar age determinations. Nomenclature for
the volcanic units described in this study is based on both
field and geochemical classifications. The geochemical
characteristics of the volcanic units are beyond the scope
of this paper; thus, readers are referred to Erkül et al.
(2005a) for further information on that subject.

F. ERKÜL, C. HELVACI & H. SÖZB‹L‹R

Figure 1.

(a) Location map showing tectonic units in western Turkey (modified from Okay & Siyako 1993); (b) simplified
geological map showing the NE-trending Miocene basins and volcanic rocks around the Bigadiç borate basin.
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Stratigraphy
The basement rocks of the Bigadiç area comprise the
Upper Cretaceous–Palaeocene Bornova Flysch Zone, the
Eocene Bafllam›fl formation and Oligocene detrital rocks.
These rock units are unconformably overlain by the
Lower Miocene Kocaiskan volcanites, the Bigadiç volcanosedimentary succession, Upper Miocene–Pliocene
continental deposits and Quaternary sediments (Figure
2).

Basement Rocks
The Bornova Flysch Zone is located southwest of the
‹zmir-Ankara Suture Zone and is made up of large
limestone olistoliths and ophiolitic blocks within variably
deformed, chaotic clastic sediments (Konuk 1977;
Akdeniz 1980; Erdo¤an 1990; Erdo¤an et al. 1990;
Okay & Siyako 1993; Okay et al. 1996, 2001)
The Bafllam›fl formation crops out between Akhisar
and S›nd›rg› as N–S-trending outcrops about 15-km long
and up to 3-km wide (Figure 1b), and comprises white,
creamy, thick-bedded nummulite-bearing limestone, marl
and mudstone-sandstone intercalations (Akdeniz 1980).
Around Bafllam›fl village, the Eocene sediments begin with
a basal conglomerate, consisting of rounded ultramafic
clasts. Above the basal conglomerate, the succession is
characterised by finer clastic sediments with nummulitebearing reefal limestone lenses, suggesting a marine
depositional environment. Studies of the fossil content of
the Bafllam›fl formation reveal that it is Early to Middle
Eocene in age (Akdeniz 1980). The Eocene sediments are
overlain by Oligocene detrital rocks, comprising 150-mthick continental beds. The Oligocene clastic sediments
are unconformably overlain by volcanogenic sedimentary
rocks of the Kocaiskan volcanites. Due to the lack of fossil
content, the unit is probably of Oligocene age, based on
its unconformable lower and upper contacts with Eocene
sediments and the Lower Miocene volcano-sedimentary
succession, respectively.

Kocaiskan Volcanites
The Kocaiskan volcanites are andesitic in composition,
cover an area larger than 800 km2 (Figure 3), and
represent the earliest volcanic products of the Early
Miocene activity in the Bigadiç area. The unit was
previously described by Gündo¤du et al. (1989) and
Helvac› (1995) as basal volcanics. The unit consists of
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early- and late-phase intrusions in andesitic composition,
lavas, pyroclastic rocks and associated volcanogenic
sedimentary rocks.

Bigadiç Volcano-Sedimentary Succession
The Bigadiç volcano-sedimentary succession comprises
volcanic (e.g., S›nd›rg› volcanites, Gölcük basalt, Kay›rlar
volcanites and fiahinkaya volcanites) and lacustrine (e.g.,
lower limestone unit, lower tuff unit, lower borate unit,
upper tuff unit and upper borate unit) units. The
succession covers large areas around Konakp›nar, north
of ‹skele, Gelembe and Ya¤c›lar (Figure 3).

Volcanic Units. The S›nd›rg› volcanites comprise intrusions
in dacitic and rhyolitic composition, massive and
autobrecciated lava flows, and pyroclastic deposits. The
dacitic-rhyolitic rocks cover an area greater than 400 km2
in the eastern and the southern parts of the Bigadiç area.
The Gölcük basalt comprises a NE-trending olivine
basaltic dyke and lava domes that extend from Gölcük to
Babaköy, and are also exposed around Çamköy (Figure
3). The Gölcük basalt has a mapped strike length of 8 km,
followed discontinuously as separate bodies up to 1 km in
diameter. The Kay›rlar volcanites are exposed in the
northern part of the study area and comprise
trachyandesitic dykes, and massive and autobrecciated
lava flows around the Do¤ançam and Kay›rlar areas. The
fiahinkaya volcanites, which compositionally are basaltic
andesite, are made up of dykes and lava flows
intercalated with autobreccia and pyroclastic rocks. They
cover an area of about 5 km2 with a N–S distribution
(Figure 3).
Lacustrine Units. The lacustrine units comprise limestone,
claystone, mudstone and volcaniclastic rock intercalations
with a total thickness of about 700 m in the area where
the largest borate reserves of the region are found. The
lacustrine units were divided into five units by Helvac›
(1995) based on their economic importance, from
bottom to top these are: (1) lower limestone unit, (2)
lower tuff unit, (3) lower borate unit, (4) upper tuff unit,
and (5) upper borate unit.
The lower limestone unit is made up of dolomitic
limestone and volcaniclastic sandstone intercalations. The
thickness of the unit is variable and locally reaches 90 m.
The lower tuff unit, exposed well between Gölcük and
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100

Late Miocene Quaternary Age
-Pliocene

Thickness
(m)

Lithology

Description
alluvium and slope deposits

angular unconformity

continental deposits:
intercalation of sandstone and conglomerate

angular unconformity

Bigadiç volcano-sedimentary succession

F-195

Şahinkaya volcanites:
basaltic andesitic intrusions, associated lava flows and autobreccia
(K-Ar age: 17.8 ± 0.4 Ma)
Kayırlar volcanites:

700

Early Miocene

upper borate unit

F-197

F-199
F-214

evaporitic-lacustrine
sediments alternating with
acidic volcaniclastic rocks:
claystone, siltstone, marl,
upper tuff unit
massive, laminated and
borate horizons
locally silicified limestone
(mainly colemanite
and volcanic sandstone
and ulexite)
alternations.

lower borate unit

lower tuff unit

F-194

borate minerals
within clay-dominated
layers (mainly
colemanite and ulexite)

lower limestone
basal conglomerate

andesitic, trachyandesitic
synsedimentary intrusions
and associated lava flows
(K-Ar age: 20.6 ± 0.7 Ma)

Gölcük basalt:
olivine basalt intrusions
and lava flows
(Ar-Ar age: 19.7 ± 0.4 Ma
K-Ar age: 20.5 ± 0.1 Ma )
Sındırgı volcanites:
dacitic and rhyolitic
intrusions, lava flows and
pyroclastic rocks (K-Ar age,
dacite: 19.0 ± 0.4 Ma
rhyolite: 20.2 ± 0.5 Ma)

angular unconformity

150

F-110

late-phase andesitic intrusions and lava flows
intercalation of volcanic breccia-conglomerate-sandstone
(mainly andesite lava and minor pyroclastic clasts)
andesitic autobreccia
andesitic pyroclastic deposits
early-phase andesitic intrusions and lava flows
(K-Ar age: 23.0 ± 2.8 Ma)

angular unconformity

Oligocene detrital rocks:
intercalation of reddish sandstone and
conglomerate

~ 650

pre-Miocene

angular unconformity

Eocene Başlamış formation:
nummulite-bearing reefal
limestone and mudstone-sandstone
intercalations
basal conglomerate

basement rocks

~ 600

Kocaiskan volcanites

angular unconformity

Bornova Flysch Zone:
Mesozoic limestone olistoliths, minor
ultramafic and chert blocks within
flysch-type matrix

Figure 2.

Generalized stratigraphic columnar section of the Bigadiç borate basin (modified from Erkül et al. 2005a). K-Ar and Ar-Ar
dates from the volcanic units given in the section were obtained in this study. Asterix labelled with “F-“ prefix indicates
isotopic-age sample number. Refer to the geochronology section for detailed descriptions of the dated samples.
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‹skele, is made up of a maximum 150-m-thick
volcaniclastic pile comprising pyroclastic and volcanogenic
sedimentary rocks. The lower borate unit comprises
massive to laminated limestone, marl, claystone and
quartz-bearing volcanic sandstone intercalations, and
silicified limestone layers with chert nodules in the upper
part. The clayey parts of the unit include economic borate
minerals (Helvac› 1995). The thickness may reach 130 m
in the basin deposits, and the maximum thickness of the
borate-bearing layers is 65 m. The upper tuff unit
comprises greenish tuffs including variable amounts of
pumice and lithic fragments, and its thickness reaches
400 m. The upper borate unit, which is about 100-m
thick, is widely exposed in the ‹skele area. The lithologies
of the unit are similar to those of the lower borate unit,
comprising massive to laminated limestone, claystone,
marl, silicic limestone and minor volcanic sandstone
intercalations.

Cover Rocks
Continental Deposits. The continental deposits
unconformably overlie the Miocene volcano-sedimentary
succession. The unit is exposed in the Kocaiskan and
Ya¤c›lar areas and comprises fluvial sediments consisting
of an intercalation of the red and cream-coloured
sandstone and conglomerate beds (Figure 3). The
intercalated sequence is composed of abundant volcanic
and non-volcanic clasts. The clasts comprise wellrounded, poorly sorted and moderately lithified
sandstone, limestone, quartzite, andesite, dacite, rhyolite
and minor amounts of metamorphic and granite clasts
within a sandy-silty matrix. Sedimentary structures, such
as normal grading and cross-stratification, are
widespread in these deposits. The conglomeratic lenses
also occur as channel-fill structures within the sandstone
layers. The volcanic clasts of the sequence are relatively
more abundant in the Ya¤c›lar area than in the Kocaiskan
area. The fluvial sediments unconformably overlie the
andesitic intrusive rocks in the Kocaiskan area, and the
Bornova Flysch Zone in the Ya¤c›lar area. Although no
age-diagnostic fossils have been found in the sequence, it
can be correlated with Upper Miocene–Pliocene
continental deposits that flank the Menderes Massif to the
south, as described in detail by Koçyi¤it et al. (1999),
Y›lmaz et al. (2000), Akgün & Sözbilir (2001), Bozkurt
(2000, 2001b, 2003) and Bozkurt & Sözbilir (2004).

Alluvium. All of the aforementioned units are
unconformably overlain by Quaternary alluvium. This
material consists of unconsolidated clastic sediments and
mainly fills the NE- and E–W-trending depressions in the
study area.
Geochronology
The sample locations of dated volcanic rocks from the
Bigadiç area are given in Figure 3, and the lithologies of
the samples are described in Table 1. Five samples for KAr and one sample for Ar-Ar age determinations were
collected from the volcanic units in order to correlate
stratigraphic and geochronological data.

K-Ar Dating
Methods. The fresh samples for K-Ar age dating were
crushed, sieved to 250 and 125-mesh fractions and
ultrasonically washed. Potassium and argon were
measured on biotite and hornblende, following removal
of other phenocrysts and groundmass using the heavy
liquid bromoform (CHBr3), and the impurities in the
samples were removed by hand picking. The K-Ar age
determinations were performed in the geochronological
laboratory of the Geological Survey of Israel. For K
analysis, two aliquots of ca. 0.25 gr were taken from a
sample and dissolved using lithium metaborate (LiBO2).
Potassium concentrations were measured by ICP-AES
(Perkin Elmer OPTIMA 3300) along with repeated
determinations of three of the international standards
SO-3, BE-N, BHVO-1, SCo-1, NIM-L and NIM-G. The 1σ
value for the K concentration of duplicates was less than
3%. The argon analysis for K-Ar determination was
performed using the standard isotope-dilution procedures
routinely used in the geochronological laboratory of the
Geological Survey of Israel (Steinitz et al. 1983;
Kotlarsky et al. 1992; Steiger & Jäger 1977). About
0.03 gr samples were loaded into the glass arm of a
metal extraction line and heated overnight at 120 °C.
Argon was extracted in a molybdenum crucible using RF
induction heating. Gases were scrubbed through liquid
nitrogen and ZrAl getters. Argon was measured on a VG
MM-1200 mass spectrometer. Measured intensities were
corrected for linear extrapolation of the 40Ar peak and
then iAr/39Ar ratios (i = other isotopes). Uncertainties are
reported at the 1σ level.
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Results. K-Ar age data for the volcanic rocks of the study
area are presented in Table 2. The data reveal that the
volcanism in the Bigadiç area began 23.0±2.8 Ma and
continued until 17.8±0.4 Ma. One K-Ar determination

from the Kocaiskan volcanites yielded a date of 23.0±2.8
Ma. The age of the volcanic units related to the Bigadiç
volcano-sedimentary succession ranges from 20.6±0.7
Ma to 17.8±0.4 Ma, corresponding to the Early Miocene.

Table 1. The lithological properties and locations of the dated samples from the volcanic units in the Bigadiç region.

Sample

Location

Unit

Rock type

UTM coordinates

Mineral composition / texture

F-110

Kocaiskan

Kocaiskan volcanites

andesite

ND 78700 54500

volcanic intrusion: plagioclase,
biotite and minor amount of
hornblende phenocrysts in
felsitic groundmass.

F-194

S of Gölcük

S›nd›rg› volcanites

rhyolite

ND 85450 47775

volcanic intrusion: abundant
plagioclase, quartz and biotite
phenocrysts within the
felsitic groundmass.

F-195

fiahinkaya

fiahinkaya volcanites

andesite

ND 89250 39225

lava flow: plagioclase, biotite and
hornblende phenocrysts within the
hyalopilitic groundmass.

F-197

Kertil

S›nd›rg› volcanites

dacite

ND 94400 40800

lava flow: plagioclase, quartz and
biotite phenocrysts within the
hyalopilitic groundmass.

F-214

Do¤ançam

Kay›rlar volcanites

trachyandesite

PD 05000 74100

trachyandesite dyke: abundant
plagioclase, biotite and hornblende
phenocrysts within porphyritic
matrix

N of Gölcük

Gölcük basalt

olivine basalt

ND 87750 57675

syn-sedimentary intrusion: highly
vesicular olivine basalt lava
displaying microlitic texture.

K-Ar

Ar-Ar
F-199

Table 2. K-Ar analytical data for the volcanic rocks in the Bigadiç area.
Sample

Mineral
analysed

K
(%)

40Ar

40Ar
rad.

40Ar
rad.

36Ar
rad.

(%)

(cc STP/g)

(%)

(cc STP/g)

Calculated age
(± 2σ) Ma

1.85

83.69

1.66 x 10-6

83.6

1.10 x 10-9

23.0 ± 2.8

10-6

70.6

7.47 x

10-9

20.2 ± 0.5

average
F-110

biotite

F-194

biotite

6.70

70.60

5.30 x

F-195

hornblende

0.77

61.60

5.33 x 10-7

61.6

1.13 x 10-9

17.8 ± 0.4

F-197

biotite

5.82

79.34

4.32 x 10-6

79.34

3.81 x 10-9

19.0 ± 0.4

90.9

10-6

90.9

10-10

20.6 ± 0.7

F-214

biotite

2.3

1.80 x

Ages were calculated using the decay and isotopic abundance constants from Steiger & Jäger (1977).
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Ar-Ar Dating
Methods. The location and the lithological properties of
the olivine-basalt sample collected from the Gölcük basalt
are presented in Figure 3 and Table 1. The olivine-basalt
sample were analysed using 40Ar/39Ar step-heating
method at the University of Nevada - Las Vegas. The
sample was irradiated at the Nuclear Science Center at
Texas A&M University. Details of the analytical methods
and data treatment were discussed by Justet & Spell
(2001) and Spell & McDougall (2003).
Results. The groundmass of the olivine-basalt sample (F199) yielded an age spectrum characterised by high initial
ages, decreasing to consistent ages of ~20 Ma from

30

to 56.28 ± 0.83 Ma

~20% gas released until the final step (Figure 4). A
complete list of individual Ar-isotope measurements is
presented in Table 3. No plateau age is defined, and no
statistically valid isochron was obtained. The total gas age
of 20.5±0.1 Ma is equivalent to a K-Ar age, but is likely
an overestimate of the true eruptive age; this is due to
the older ages during the first ~20% gas released. There
is a suggestion of a slight U-shape to the age spectrum;
however, the obtained isochrons do not consistently
indicate that substantial excess argon is present. High
ages in the initial gas released from the basalticgroundmass samples can also be produced by recoil loss
of 39Ar during irradiation. This affects fine-grained
phases, which then have high 40Ar/39Ar ratios and older

F-199
olivine basalt groundmass

Age (Ma)

25

20

mean age (from step 4 to 13):
19.7± 0.4 Ma

15

10

0

20

40

60

80

100

% 39Ar Released
Figure 4.

Apparent age spectrum for the olivine-basalt groundmass (F-199). See text for discussion.
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Table 3. Step-heating
Temperature
(°C)

36Ar

40Ar/39Ar

37Ar

data – Sample F-199 (groundmass), 15.67 mg.
38Ar

39Ar

40Ar

40Ar*

[%]

Cumulative
39Ar [%]

Ca/K

39Ar
[moles]

40Ar*/39Ar

K

Apparent age
[Ma ± 1σ]

600

4.315

12.936

1.076

14.747

1552.830

19.5

1.8

3.26

8.848 x 10-15

20.583

56.28 ± 0.83

660

0.954

23.387

0.630

35.690

559.076

51.9

6.3

2.43

2.141 x 10-15

8.057

22.24 ± 0.16

720

0.518

41.734

1.150

83.907

771.842

82.2

16.8

1.84

5.034 x 10-15

7.520

20.77 ± 0.12

780

0.340

57.510

1.788

136.236

1073.260

92.3

33.8

1.57

8.174 x 10-15

7.250

20.03 ± 0.12

840

0.274

54.829

1.907

146.132

1102.760

94.2

52.1

1.39

8.767 x 10-15

7.091

19.59 ± 0.11

900

0.241

54.479

1.725

131.956

985.969

94.5

68.6

1.53

7.917 x 10-15

7.035

19.43 ± 0.12

965

0.253

44.769

1.264

96.107

733.175

91.9

80.6

1.73

5.766 x 10-15

6.953

19.21 ± 0.11

1030

0.318

31.333

0.777

53.548

453.498

82.1

87.3

2.17

3.212 x 10-15

7.174

19.82 ± 0.11

1095

0.408

26.396

0.560

35.563

361.085

69.8

91.8

2.75

2.133 x 10-15

6.943

19.18 ± 0.13

1160

0.288

20.754

0.286

16.026

192.786

62.0

93.8

4.81

9.615 x 10-16

7.111

19.64 ± 0.13

1225

0.241

28.034

0.180

8.737

125.103

52.4

94.9

11.94

5.242 x 10-16

6.953

19.21 ± 0.16

1290

0.356

42.690

0.371

22.295

256.688

65.1

97.7

7.11

1.337 x 10-15

7.240

20.00 ± 0.14

1400

0.355

42.593

0.314

18.537

228.010

63.4

100.0

8.54

1.112 x 10-15

7.254

20.04 ± 0.14

Total gas age:

20.53 ± 0.11

J = 1.5396 x 10-3 ± 0.5%; all steps = 12 min.

resulting ages – the fine-grained phases outgas at lower
temperatures, thus dominating the ages during early gas
release. For this sample, we suggest quoting an age based
on the average of the steps unaffected by the high initial
ages. Thus, one might use an age of 19.7±0.4 Ma based
on steps 4–13. It is unlikely to be outside of the error on
the mean and standard deviation for steps 4–13.

in this study from the early-phase andesitic intrusions, is
consistent with previous K-Ar dates of 23.6±0.6 Ma and
23.6±0.6 Ma obtained by Krushensky (1976) and
Gündo¤du et al. (1989), respectively.

Kocaiskan Volcanites

The late-phase andesitic intrusions crop out mainly
between Kocaiskan and Demirtafl areas, and associated
lava flows are widespread around Bigadiç and to the
south of Demirtafl (Figure 6). These rocks are usually
massive, locally strongly fractured and found as irregular
bodies within the volcanogenic sedimentary rocks (Figure
8). Early-phase andesitic intrusions and associated lava
flows are conformably overlain by pyroclastic rocks.

The Kocaiskan volcanites unconformably overlie the
Bornova Flysch Zone, the Bafllam›fl formation and
Oligocene detrital rocks (Figure 5a). Intrusions of
andesitic composition, lava flows, autobreccias,
pyroclastic rocks and volcanogenic sedimentary rocks are
widely exposed in the Kocaiskan area. The early-phase
andesitic intrusions occur between Kocaiskan and
Akçak›srak, 20 km southwest of Bigadiç (Figure 6). The
early-phase andesitic intrusions are distinguished by their
greyish colours and distinct sub-vertical flow foliations.
The intrusive bodies have two distinct morphologies,
occurring as domes and as interconnected bodies showing
subvertical cooling joints with different orientations
(Figure 7a). Three bodies –spherical to ellipsoidal in shape
– crop out with a N70°E trend and cut the Bornova Flysch
Zone (Figure 7). A K-Ar age of 23.0±2.8 Ma, measured

Pyroclastic rocks comprise intercalations of flows, fall
and surge deposits with thicknesses ranging from 50 to
70 m in Yaylac›k A¤›llar›, Kocaiskan and Furdanlar areas
(Figure 6). The pyroclastic flow deposits are usually
massive, pale reddish-brown due to oxidation, and are
made up of angular pinkish, grey andesitic lava clasts and
subangular to rounded pumice clasts within ash-size
matrix. The fall deposits occur as ash-fall and pumice-fall
deposits. The ash-fall deposits are massive, conchoidally
fractured and comprise ash-size volcanic particles with
minor pumice fragments. The pumice-fall deposits are
made up entirely of 1-m-thick grain-supported rim and
core-type accretionary lapilli layers, distinguished by the
well-rounded and fibrous pumice clasts rimmed by finegrained ash. The surge deposits are characterised by a
succession of cross-bedded layers composed of angular

Contact and Stratigraphic Relationships of the
Lower Miocene Units
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Regional geological cross-sections showing contact relationships of units exposed in the
Bigadiç area. (a) Gelembe–Bafllam›fl section; (b) Gelembe section; (c) fiahinkaya section; (d)
Salmanlar–Durasalar section and (e) Armutlu – Ya¤bey section. See also Figure 1 (for Figure
5a) and Figure 3 (for Figures 5b-e) for the locations of cross-section lines.
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(a) Geological map showing the geometry of andesitic intrusions of the Kocaiskan volcanites. See Figure 6 for location of the map;
(b) the contact relationship (dashed line) of the recrystallised limestone (L) of the Bornova Flysch Zone with intruding early-phase
andesites (D). Solid white lines illustrate subvertical cooling joints. The field of view is about 500 m across.
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Figure 8.

(a) The contact between the late-phase andesitic intrusion and the polymictic volcanic
breccia is marked mainly by pink and dark grey andesite clasts. The man in the photo is
1.78-m tall. Rectangle shows the location of ‘b’; (b) close-up of the irregular contact
between the late-phase andesitic intrusion (B) and the matrix (VB-M) of the volcanic
breccia. Dashed lines follow the contact (south of Kocaiskan, [ND 77150 52750]).

lithic and poorly vesiculated pumice fragments.
Pyroclastic rocks are overlain by volcanogenic
sedimentary rocks along an irregular, erosional contact
(Figure 9). Scour-and-fill structures are widespread
features along the contact zone.
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The volcanogenic sedimentary rocks are up to 400-m
thick and consist of volcanic breccia, volcanic
conglomerate and volcanic sandstone intercalations. The
volcanic breccia is typically massive, locally reversestratified and is composed of disorganised polymictic
subangular to rounded andesite and pyroclastic clasts

F. ERKÜL, C. HELVACI & H. SÖZB‹L‹R

Figure 9.

Irregular and erosional contact (dashed line) between red pyroclastic surge deposits (sd) and overlying volcanic
breccia (vb) of the Kocaiskan volcanites (east of F›rdanlar, [ND 76450 50500]).

embedded in a sand-size matrix. The clasts of volcanic
breccia, with diameters ranging from 2 cm to 2 m, are
usually clast-supported or locally matrix-supported. The
volcanic conglomerate is usually made up of wellrounded, locally sub-rounded to angular and matrixsupported polymictic volcanic clasts in a sand-size matrix.
The volcanic sandstones, which are commonly
intercalated with the volcanic conglomerates, comprise
fine-grained andesite and pyroclastic clasts showing
normal and reverse grading, symmetrical grading from
reverse to normal, cross-stratification and scour-and-fill
structures.
The Kocaiskan volcanites are overlain by the lacustrine
and volcanic units of the Bigadiç volcano-sedimentary
succession along an angular unconformity (Figure 5b &
e). Readers are referred to Erkül et al. (2005a) for a
detailed description of the unconformable contact zone
between the Kocaiskan volcanites and the overlying
Bigadiç volcano-sedimentary succession.

Bigadiç Volcano-Sedimentary Succession
The
Bigadiç
volcano-sedimentary
succession
unconformably overlies the Bornova Flysch Zone and the
Kocaiskan volcanites, in the northern and southern parts
of the area, respectively (Figure 3). The internal
stratigraphy of the volcanic units is described below.
Readers are also referred to Helvac› (1995) and
Gündo¤du et al. (1996) for detailed stratigraphy of the
lacustrine units.

Volcanic Units. The S›nd›rg› volcanites, which are laterally
and vertically transitional with the lacustrine units, cut
and unconformably overlie the Bornova Flysch Zone and
the Kocaiskan volcanites (Figure 5c & d). The S›nd›rg›
volcanic unit was emplaced in three successive phases in
the sequence: rhyolite-dacite-rhyolite. The first-phase
rhyolitic rocks (P1) intruded the basement rocks and the
Kocaiskan volcanites (Figure 5c). The second phase (P2)
is characterised by the widespread dacitic lava flows and
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ignimbrites (Figure 5d & e). The last-phase rhyolites (P3)
cut and conformably overlie the dacitic lava flows and
pyroclastic rocks of the second phase (Figure 5d).
The products of the first-phase rhyolitic volcanites
(P1) comprise lava domes, massive lava flows,
autobreccias and pyroclastic rocks in the southern part of
the area around Gölcük and fiahinkaya (Figure 3). The
volcanic facies of the rhyolites (P1), which consist of lava
flows, autobreccias and pyroclastic rocks, display
transitional contacts with one another, from volcanic
source to distal parts, respectively (Figure 5c).
The second-phase dacitic rocks (P2) represent the
most voluminous felsic volcanism in the region. The
intrusions, lava domes and associated lava flows are
located along a northeast trend between S›nd›rg› and
Ya¤c›lar (Figure 3). To the west of the trend, associated
welded to non-welded ignimbrites predominate
throughout the Bigadiç volcano-sedimentary succession.
The ignimbrite deposits occur as massive to welded facies
which are laterally and vertically transitional (Figure 5d).
The transition zone is represented by an association of
flattened and non-flattened pumice clasts. Massive and
welded ignimbrites may locally contain andesite and
metamorphic-rock fragments. Pyroclastic rocks
associated with second-phase dacitic volcanism also
appear to display laterally transitional contacts with
lacustrine units comprised of marl, claystone and
laminated limestone intercalations (Figure 5e).
The products of the third phase (P3), which are
widely exposed around Il›cal›, comprise rhyolitic domes,
dykes, lava flows and pyroclastic rocks (Figure 10a).
Around Il›cal›, third-phase rhyolitic intrusive rocks (P3)
cut lava flows of the Kocaiskan volcanites (Figure 10b).
The contacts of the rhyolitic domes with andesitic lava
flows of the Kocaiskan volcanites are sharp and circular.
The lava flows and pyroclastic rocks of the third-phase
rhyolites concordantly overlie the dacitic lava flows of the
second-phase dacitic rocks (P2).
The field data for lateral and vertical transitions of the
three successive phases with lacustrine units are also
supported by geochronological data. The K-Ar age
determinations from the S›nd›rg› volcanites gave ages of
20.2±0.5 and 19.0±0.4 Ma from P1 and P2,
respectively (Table 1). A K-Ar date of 19.0±0.2 Ma
obtained by Helvac› (1995) from the lower tuff unit also
confirms that the lower tuff unit within the lacustrine
units can be correlated with P2 of the S›nd›rg› volcanites.
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The Gölcük basalt and Kay›rlar volcanites, which
comprise intrusions, domes and lava flows, form lensshaped bodies intercalated with lacustrine units of the
Bigadiç volcano-sedimentary succession. The intrusive
parts of both units commonly are peperitic rocks along
the lower contact zone with lacustrine units. The upper
contacts of the domes and lava flows are concordantly
overlain by well-stratified silicic and calcareous lacustrine
sedimentary rocks. Readers are also referred to Erkül et
al. (2005b) for detailed descriptions of contact
relationships and discussion of the emplacement modes of
these volcanic units. The Gölcük basalt and Kay›rlar
volcanites appear to be synchronous based on K-Ar dates
of 20.5±0.1 Ma and 20.6±0.7 Ma, respectively (Figure 2
and Table 1; samples F-199 and F-214). K-Ar age data
also demonstrate that the Gölcük basalt and Kay›rlar
volcanites can be correlated with first-phase rhyolitic
rocks of the S›nd›rg› volcanites, which have yielded a KAr age of 20.2±0.5 Ma (Figure 2 and Table 1; sample F194 from P1 of the S›nd›rg› volcanites).
The fiahinkaya volcanites intrude the Bornova Flysch
Zone and associated extrusive rocks overlie the basement
rocks and the S›nd›rg› volcanites (Figure 5c). The dyke
located in the eastern part of the fiahinkaya volcanites
extends about 1 km with a NE–SW trend and a maximum
width of 100 m within the Bornova Flysch Zone. Lava
flows are intercalated with autobreccia and fine-grained
tuffs, with a total thickness of about 50 m. The
autobreccia is made up entirely of lava-fragment matrix
and quite angular andesitic and basaltic andesite clasts up
to 40 cm. The fine-grained tuffs consist of ash-size
particles and are characterised by relatively good
stratification. The thickness of the tuffs may locally reach
up to 5 m between the massive and autobrecciated lava
flows. The fiahinkaya volcanites constitute the youngest
volcanic unit in the Bigadiç area, based on their contact
relationship (concordantly overlying) with the S›nd›rg›
volcanites and a K-Ar age of 17.8±0.4 Ma (Figure 2 and
Table 1).

Lacustrine Units. The lacustrine units rest unconformably
on the Bornova Flysch Zone and the Kocaiskan volcanites.
The units begin with basal conglomerate, consisting of
poorly sorted, moderately- to well-rounded clasts derived
from the underlying basement, and continue upward with
clayey and laminated limestone and volcaniclastic rock
intercalations (see Figure 5b & e).
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The lacustrine units begin with a lens-shaped lower
limestone unit, comprising dolomitic limestones with
quartz-bearing volcaniclastic layers, that partly covers the
andesitic lava flows of the Kocaiskan volcanites to the
west of the Bigadiç area. The basal part of the unit is
dominated by dolomitic limestones, with the thickness of
individual beds reaching 50 cm. Volcaniclastic sandstone
layers predominate within the dolomitic limestones, and
the lower limestone unit gradually passes upward into the
lower tuff unit.
The lower tuff unit comprises debris-flow deposits,
pumice breccias and ash-fall deposits. The debris-flow
deposits are massive to normally graded, and are made
up entirely of volcanic minerals, pumice, lithic clasts, and
sub-rounded limestone fragments derived from preexisting lacustrine sediments. Pumice breccias consist of
matrix-supported, poorly vesiculated, disorganised and
sub-rounded pumice clasts up to 5 cm across and minor
amounts of dacitice fragments in an ash-size matrix
(Figure 11a). The pumice breccia is interpreted to have
been formed by pyroclastic flows on the basis of its
lithological characteristics, such as its disorganised
monomictic nature with clasts embedded in the ash
matrix. Ash-fall tuffs are massive, display conchoidal
fractured surfaces, and are made up entirely of ash which
includes tiny bits of biotite.
The volcaniclastic rocks comprising the lower tuff unit
have lateral transitions into each other. The pumice
breccia is usually intercalated with laminated to massive
limestone lenses in the Armutlu-Ya¤bey and Do¤ançam
areas (Figure 5e). The debris-flow deposits are
intercalated with ash-fall tuffs. The lower contact of the
debris-flow deposits above the ash-fall tuffs is erosional
and locally displays flame structure, suggesting nearly
synchronous deposition (Figure 11b). The upper and
lower contacts of the lower tuff unit with the lacustrine
sediments are vertically transitional and are represented
by the alternation of volcaniclastic and laminated
limestone beds (Figure 11c). The unit is concordantly
overlain by the lower borate unit.
The lower borate unit commonly displays desiccation
cracks, syn-sedimentary folding and slump structures
close to the contact with underlying volcanic rocks and
where laminated limestone and claystone intercalations
are abundant. Silicic limestones predominate in the upper
part of the unit and include up to 30-cm-thick brownish
chert bands. The lower borate unit is sharply and
concordantly overlain by the upper tuff unit.
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The upper tuff unit is lithologically more distinctive
than the lower tuff unit. It is readily recognised by the
presence of greenish sub-rounded pumice fragments, and
can be traced as a marker bed between the lower and
upper borate units from S›nd›rg› to Bigadiç. The size and
abundance of pumice and lithic clasts are usually variable.
At S›nd›rg›, the greenish tuffs contain matrix-supported,
poorly-sorted pumice clasts and angular lithic clasts
consisting of rhyolite and perlite fragments. Disorganised
pumice and lithic fragments within the matrix-supported
volcanic ash suggest that they formed by pyroclastic flow
processes and resulted in ignimbrite deposits. The tuffs
lack lithic clasts north of Bigadiç, and are made up of
matrix-supported and poorly to moderately sorted
pumice fragments within volcanic glass. The unit includes
fewer and smaller pumice fragments and grades into
greenish vitric tuff consisting of ash-size volcanic material
in the upper part of the unit. The upper borate unit
concordantly overlies the upper tuff unit.
The upper borate unit includes the second borate
occurrence within the clay-dominated levels, where it
occurs mainly in the middle part. The borate-dominated
layers are a maximum of 30-m thick in the upper borate
unit (Helvac› 1995). Syn-sedimentary structures, such as
dessication cracks, folds and slumps, are abundant where
claystone and laminated limestone intercalations
predominate.

Discussion
The stratigraphy of the Miocene volcanic and lacustrine
units around the borate deposits of the Bigadiç area was
previously described by Gündo¤du et al. (1989) and
Helvac› (1995). However, the revised stratigraphy
established in the present study differs in three points
from the previous studies (Figure 12). The contact
relationship between the Kocaiskan volcanites and the
Bigadiç volcano-sedimentary succession is established as
an angular unconformity, although Helvac› (1995)
claimed that this contact is conformable. Conversely, the
unconformity was also recognized by Gündo¤du et al.
(1989). The second contrasting point regarding the
stratigraphy is that the syn-sedimentary volcanic units
interfinger with lacustrine basin deposits. Furthermore,
compared to previous studies, there are also critical age
differences in the volcanic stratigraphy herein. Gündo¤du
et al. (1989) claimed that the Bigadiç formation is
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Middle–Late Miocene in age while Helvac› (1995)
suggested an Early Miocene age for the volcanosedimentary succession.
Both field and geochronological data clearly
demonstrate that two episodes of volcanism occurred
during the Early Miocene in the Bigadiç borate basin. The
first volcanic episode was characterised by andesitic
volcanism, represented by the Kocaiskan volcanites which
were emplaced prior to lacustrine sedimentation. The
second volcanic episode is represented by the
emplacement of basaltic to rhyolitic rocks, namely the
S›nd›rg›, Gölcük, Kay›rlar and fiahinkaya volcanites.
The andesitic extrusions of first-episode volcanism
over the basement rocks began with effusive activity,
forming intrusions and associated lava flows. The effusive
phase was immediately followed by pyroclastic flow and
surge deposits related to caldera collapse and
phreatomagmatic eruptions. Phreatomagmatic activity is
typically indicated by the presence of abundant
accretionary lapilli-bearing horizons interbedded with
surge deposits (cf. Self & Sparks 1978; Cas & Wright
1987; Sheridan & Wohletz 1981). The effusive and
explosive phases produced a prominent volcanic
geomorphology, similar to stratovolcanoes, as the highest
topographical relief in the region during the Early
Miocene. Denudation of the stratovolcano, which resulted
in the deposition of volcanogenic sedimentary rocks, was
accompanied by late-phase intrusions of andesitic
composition and lava flows in the region. The lithological
properties described here demonstrate that the
volcanogenic sedimentary rocks related to the first
episode of volcanism were emplaced subaerially by debris
flows and fluvial processes.

Figure 11. Volcanic facies that make up the lower tuff unit. (a) The
pumice breccia comprises poorly to moderately sorted and
subrounded pumice clasts within fine-grained matrix
(Armutlu-Ya¤bey, [ND 97750 52750]). Head of hammer
is 16 cm long; (b) debris- flow deposits (df) stratified
within ash-fall tuffs. Dashed lines indicate the lower and
upper contacts of the debris-flow deposit with the ash-fall
tuffs. Note that the lower contact of the debris-flow layer
is irregular and erosional whereas the upper contact is
planar. The debris-flow deposit includes clasts of the ashfall tuff derived from the underlying strata (south of
Kad›köy, [ND 91250 66950]). The man in the photo is
1.78 m tall; (c) the vertically transitional upper contact of
the lower tuff unit, comprising ash-fall tuffs (af). Note the
few-cm-thick laminated limestone intercalations (ls) within
the ash-fall tuffs. The man in the photo 1.70-m tall.

The second episode began with lake formation and
limited extrusion of rhyolite, including domes, intrusions,
minor lava flows and pyroclastic rocks on the low-relief
topography. The volcanism continued with dacite
extrusions producing voluminous lava flows as well as
extensive pyroclastic rocks accompanying the lacustrine
units. The regional geological cross-section indicates that
explosive eruption was followed by effusive eruptions
that formed dacitic and rhyolitic lava-dome complexes in
the region (see Figure 5d). The chronostratigraphic data
and lithological correlations of the intrusive and extrusive
rocks of the S›nd›rg› volcanites indicate that the lower
tuff unit is largely made up of dacitic and rhyolitic
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Figure 12. Generalized stratigraphic section of the Bigadiç area and its correlation with previous studies.

volcanism (P1 and P2 phases), whereas the upper tuff
unit was a result of the latest felsic volcanic phase (P3).
The latest felsic volcanism (P3) produced the rhyolitic
pyroclastic rocks, forming a marker bed that can be
correlated with the upper tuff unit of the region. As a
conclusion, the felsic volcaniclastic detritus within the
basin deposits represents the distal part of the dacitic and
rhyolitic lava-dome complex of the S›nd›rg› volcanites.
The intrusions, lava flows and volcanogenic sedimentary
rocks of the S›nd›rg› volcanites display lateral transitions
from SE to NW, respectively (see Figure 5d); this can be
attributed to large felsic volcanic centres that introduced
voluminous volcaniclastic detritus along a NE-trending
fracture zone into the Early Miocene lacustrine basin.
Stratigraphic data obtained from some of the NEtrending basins indicate that volcanism occurred widely
during the Early Miocene in western Turkey (Figure 13).
In the adjacent basins, such as the Soma, Gördes and
Demirci basins, the Miocene sequence is mainly
characterised by clayey and calcareous sediments
intercalated with alluvial deposits, local coal seams, and
considerable amounts of intermediate to felsic volcanic
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rocks (‹nci 1998). The Soma Basin, which is about 100
km SW of the Bigadiç borate basin, displays successions
similar to those of the Bigadiç volcano-sedimentary
succession. The Denifl formation is dominated by felsic
volcaniclastic rocks intercalated with calcareous and
clayey sediments, and can be correlated with the Bigadiç
volcano-sedimentary succession. The lacustrine deposits
overlap the basement rocks of the Bornova Flysch Zone
and the Kocaiskan volcanites in the southern part of the
Bigadiç area (see Figure 5b). The Gördes Basin is filled by
Lower Miocene units displaying transitional contact
relationships with one another. The successions forming
the basin fill in the Gördes area are characterised by
fining-upward sequences that overlap basement rocks of
the Bornova Flysch Zone and Menderes Massif (Seyito¤lu
& Scott 1994; Purvis & Robertson 2004a, b). The
Demirci Basin contains similar successions, except for the
thick clastic sediments that make up the basal part of the
succession. In contrast to the stratigraphy of the adjacent
basins, the Bigadiç borate basin contains widespread
andesitic rocks that are unconformably overlain by
lacustrine sediments. The correlation of stratigraphic

Figure 13. Stratigraphic summary columns for some of the NE-trending basins near the Bigadiç borate basin.
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sections suggests that the upper part of the Lower
Miocene lacustrine successions transgressively overlap the
pre-Miocene basement rocks, forming large
interconnected lakes in western Turkey.
Early Miocene volcanism in the Bigadiç area was a
result of NE-trending faults that developed in subaerial
and ephemeral-lake environments. The activity of these
faults is reflected by the NE–SW orientations of
intrusions, domes and dykes (Figures 6 & 7a; Erkül et al.
2005a, b). The Kay›rlar volcanites and Gölcük basalt are
results of magma injections along the NE-trending faults
that developed during the lacustrine sedimentation. The
syn-depositional emplacement of those units is supported
by peperitic textures along the lower contacts of olivine
basaltic and trachyandesitic magmas with lacustrine
sedimentary rocks. These syn-depositional magmas (e.g.,
the S›nd›rg› volcanites, Kay›rlar volcanites and the Gölcük
basalt) were emplaced within ephemeral- or shallow-lake
environments (Helvac› & Firman 1976; Ataman 1977;
Gündo¤du et al. 1989, 1996; Helvac› et al. 1993; Helvac›
1995; Palmer & Helvac› 1997; Helvac› & Orti 1998;
Helvac› & Alonso 2000; Erkül et al. 2005b). Concordant
contacts of the overlying sediments with the Kay›rlar
volcanites and Gölcük basalt also suggest continuous
subsidence of the basin, which may have been related to
regional extension (Erkül et al. 2005b).
The Bigadiç borate basin is located on a NE-trending
transfer zone that lies within the ‹zmir–Bigadiç–Bal›kesir
trend (Figure 14). This transfer zone, the ‹zmir-Bal›kesir
transfer zone, is 150 km long, 60 km wide, and trends
N20°E (Sözbilir et al. 2003). This zone is thought to have
been active since the Late Cretaceous (Okay & Siyako
1993; Okay et al. 1996; Ring et al. 1999; Sözbilir et al.
2003) and accommodated differential extension between
the Cyclades and western Turkey (Ring et al. 1999).
Available data indicate that the zone displays a sinistral
displacement of about 150 km and bends the Vardar‹zmir-Ankara Suture to the south along the Bornova
Flysch Zone (Okay & Siyako 1993; Ring et al. 1999;
Sözbilir et al. 2003). Both the Bornova Flysch Zone and
the ‹zmir-Bal›kesir transfer zone trend NE–SW; this
orientation is attributed to pre-existing crustal weakness
that formed under the control of a Californian-type
transform fault (Okay et al. 1996) during the formation
of the Bornova Flysch Zone in Late Cretaceous time (Okay
& Siyako 1993). Early Miocene activity of the ‹zmirBal›kesir transfer zone in the Bigadiç borate basin is
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reflected by NE-trending volcanic centres that are
intercalated with basin-fill sediments. The Early Miocene
units in this zone are also cut and deformed by numerous
NE-trending strike-slip faults and related deformational
structures in the Bigadiç area, suggesting activity of the
zone after the Early Miocene.
The stratigraphic and geochronological data indicate a
hiatus of about 3 Ma between the two volcanic episodes
of the Bigadiç area (e.g., the Kocaiskan volcanites and the
overlying Bigadiç volcano-sedimentary succession). This
time gap corresponds to the Aquitanian and Burdigalian
boundary. In the Aegean region, high-pressure units were
formed on the islands of Samos (Ring et al. 2001; 24–21
Ma) and Tinos (Bröcker & Franz 1998; 22 Ma), due to
northward subduction-related thrusting along the Aegean
trench (Seidel et al. 1982; Ring et al. 2001). During this
interval, the Kocaiskan volcanites were formed. The
contractional tectonic regime appears to have been
immediately followed by an extensional regime,
characterised by the development of coeval extensional
detachment faults and syn-kinematic granites in western
Turkey (e.g., Kazda¤ Massif: Okay & Sat›r 2000; the
E¤rigöz and Koyunoba granites and the Simav
detachment fault: Ifl›k & Tekeli 2001; Ifl›k et al. 2004;
Ring & Collins 2005). In the Kazda¤ Massif, emplacement
of undeformed 21 Ma granite and Early Miocene
detachment faulting were probably related to regional
extension controlled by roll-back of the Aegean
subduction zone (Okay & Sat›r 2000; Yücel-Öztürk et al.
2005). Isotopic measurements from syn-extensional
granites (namely, the Koyunoba and E¤rigöz granites)
yielded ages of 21.0±0.2 Ma and 20.7±0.6 Ma,
respectively; they demonstrate coeval relationships with
movement of the Simav detachment fault (Ring & Collins
2005). An 40Ar/39Ar white-mica age of 22.9±0.5 Ma
measured from the mylonitised zone of the Simav
detachment fault also constrains the timing of the
extensional regime and core-complex formation (Ifl›k et
al. 2004; Ring & Collins 2005).
The Bigadiç volcano-sedimentary succession formed
during and after this critical time interval, between about
20 and 18 Ma. Basaltic to rhyolitic volcanism in the
second episode was characterised by bimodal volcanism
and emplacement of the Gölcük basalt, dated at 19.7±0.4
Ma, that were closely associated with the extensional
tectonic regime (Erkül et al. 2005a). The Bigadiç borate
basin probably formed in a NE-trending transtensional
zone of weakness during the Early Miocene.
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Conclusions
In this study, the stratigraphy of the Bigadiç area is
revised according to our field work and isotopic-age data
from the volcanic units. Both field and isotopic-age data
reveal that two episodes of volcanism occurred during the
Early Miocene in the Bigadiç borate basin; products of
these volcanic episodes are separated by an angular
unconformity. The first volcanic episode, represented by
the Kocaiskan volcanites, was a voluminous andesitic
volcanism that occurred in a wholly subaerial setting. On
the other hand, the second episode – the Bigadiç volcanosedimentary succession – is represented by coeval

sedimentary and basaltic to rhyolitic volcanic rocks which
were deposited in an ephemeral-lake environment.
Geochronological data also indicate episodic volcanism
in the Bigadiç area. The Kocaiskan volcanites yielded a KAr age of 23.0±2.8. However, volcanic units within the
Bigadiç volcano-sedimentary succession yielded K-Ar and
A-Ar ages ranging from 20.6±0.7 to 17.8±0.4 Ma. Two
samples from the S›nd›rg› volcanites gave K-Ar ages of
20.2±0.5 and 19.0±0.4 Ma. K-Ar dating from the
Kay›rlar volcanites, Gölcük basalt and fiahinkaya
volcanites yielded ages of 20.6±0.7, 20.5±0.1 and
17.8±0.4 Ma, respectively. One Ar-Ar mean age from the
Gölcük basalt yielded an age of 19.7±0.4 Ma.
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The volcanic units of the Bigadiç area formed along
NE-trending fracture zones, part of the regional-scale
fault zone called the “‹zmir-Bal›kesir transfer zone”. The
transfer zone is thought to have been active since the Late
Cretaceous and has accommodated differential extension
between the Cyclades and western Turkey. Within this
zone, the Bigadiç borate basin contains structural data
that bears on the activity of the zone during and after the
Early Miocene. Early Miocene activity of the transfer zone
is characterised by NE-trending volcanic edifices that are
intercalated with the basin-fill sediments. The Early
Miocene units are also cut and deformed by numerous
NE-trending strike-slip faults and related deformational
structures which were probably caused by post-Early
Miocene activity of the transfer zone.
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